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As part of her Silver Jubilee visit to Canada, the Queen opened Parliament with the traditic ^
Speech from the Throne. The speech promised the required legislation to turn the negotiatec Ené
pipeline arrangement into a working reality. Atpress time, the legislation is b'efore Parliam, suot

not'

sqtiare inch. The most the Foothills system
was prepared to attempt was 1,260 pounds a
squareinch.

There were also complex differences in
engineering approaches by the two groups
to the major problem of coping with frost
heave. But what finally tipped the scales for
good in favour of the Foothills project were
the environmental and socio-economic is-
sues. These were gradually brought to bear
on the projects by a demonstration of "par-
ticipatory democracy" also unique in Cana-
dian experience - and perhaps any other
democratic country.

Never before
Never in Canadian political experience had
there been a royal commission quite like the
Mackenzie Valley Pipeline Inquiry headed
by Mr. Justice Thomas Berger of the British
Columbia Supreme Court. The issues of the
environmental impact of a pipeline, of the
rights of native peoples in the regions
through which it would be built, and of the
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effect on the socio-economic climate wail
neither unknown nor new. The inquiry it a 1 so
was what was new; no such pervasive exal tiaÎ„

ination of the issues had ever been m,thei,

prior to a development project.before. I tors
The Berger Inquiry, as it came to

called, spent 302 days listening to evide- Pz Pe
from 1,000 witnesses. It travelled by pla "ll
boat, dogsled and canoe to hold hearing:` 9`11
35 isolated northern communities and : built

tlements throughout the Mackenzie reg'
Sometimes the hearings were convened o^ t
tiny meeting-halls - and occasionally in' s^rv
open beside a river. Total transcripts of i ecOnI

timony were finally estimated at 14 miH
words. The inquiry, which lasted for tic^ 1
months, cost an estimated $4.5 million, `'oJ!d
cluding $1.5 million to fund native and ot^i
public-interest groups to ensure that t^1
could stand up to the pipeline compani, yUt o
Considering that it concerned the weli; start
of, in all, no more than 38,000 of Cana^, ,ail]'

finalpopulation of 22 million, and adding to! T-
findings all the information gathered by! UInit'
competing applicants along similar lb, Y^t


